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Abstract

The authors describe their research experi-

ences and results in their study (analysis

and synthesis) of the phonetic structure of

Russian speech in recent years. Based on

their research findings, they developed a

Russian language text-to-speech system,

called RUSSON. The papeo discusses some key

phonetic questions related to RUSSDN

(Ietter—sound-phoneme-microelement, word

stress, segmental and suprasegmental struc-

ture, palatalization—pharingalization) and

.describes the computer program of RUSSDN.

Introduction ' - - i‘ I

Production of

amount to a special scientific achievement.

LatelyI attention is focussed rather on the

application of synthetic speech and on

automatic speech recognition. In HungaryI

the first sound and speech synthetizer

systems were developed in the late

seventies. early eighties as a result of

research conducted at the Department of

Phonetics of the Linguistics Institute of

the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. Their

primary aim was to aid scientific study of

the sound structure of speech.

The present paper is an account of our

research experiences and results

accumulated in the past few years in the

phonetic analysis and synthesis of Russian

speech. Preliminary work and earlier

results were reported in our book‘ titled

"a Conspectus of Russian Speech Sounds”

published in 1881, as well as papers in

the series ”Hungarian Papers of Phonetics"

¥:. 1:18. (1878--1588).

e nstruments used for the anal

synthesis of Russian speech weaziihzgg

available at the Departments of Phonetics

of the Linguistics Institute of the

Hungarian Academy of Sciences. The most

important ones are as follows: a dynamic

sound spectrograph, a pitch meterI a

intensity meter a four channel min. o re
a twelve channel oscillograph. Th: gpeggh
syntheSis was done on a PDPll/BH computer
and a DUE III/c form

synthesizer. ant speech

ofnPhonetics
Hungarian Academy of Sciences

artificial ‘speech does not

-independent of each other.
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The authors first showed the RUSSUN

system to the public at an exhibition hem

in Moscow in 1885 to commemorate the doth

anniversary of Hungary’s liberation.‘

EUESQN as a phonetic research aid

RUSSON was meant as a computer modelof

Russian phonetic processses. It provideda

means to verify our analysis and to use the

analysis-by—synthesis method. The synthes-

izing method enables us to alter any of the

individual acoustic features of speech at

willI to extract and analyse its physical

and phonetic elements and structures.t0

filter out those constituents and features

which- have no linguistic function; to

establishi the- langdage specific rules of

5°U"d linkage, the concomitance relatimfi

3““ compensatory ways obtaining between

various constituents of sounds, the

combination and variability of elements;t0

analyse the structural relevance of cl1d

elements and the sound structures made UP

of these.

On some phonetic issues relating to RUSSUN

we can Uplg touch upon some phonetic

Questions which relate directly to either

the dEVslcpment of the application Of

RUSSON. (A more detailed version of the

Present paper will appear in No. 17 of

Hungarian Papers in Phonetics.)

1. wt" in h n 1o ' a stem soundin

5 as h ac 1 tu s as”

8 CE ' n

:2: Russia" writing System is a syllabic

morphophOnem .
sin

Cyrillic
1° System u g

synthetic speech s unding

HSt produces so

IPEECh taking Orthographic text in Cyrillfl

letters (inCIUding punctuation signs). Th”

3 the well-known text-to—spaech system-

SWE-W:

The two structures are relative”

. which ”Saw
:ither' can be extracted from the compflx
caustic signal alone. 0? Either can

produced separately.
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alphabet. One variant of 0“?
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3.8ussien wggdstgggs ang temggral stgycture

word stress in Russian is quantitative

stress with special features of intensity

and melody. The position of word stress is

free varying in cases even depending on

accidenca. .

The synthesized samples clearly suggested

that lengthening always indicate stress,

although in certain positions the duration

of the stressed vowel (particularly in two

syllable words) may be equal to, or even

less than that of unstressed vowels. The

reason for this is that stress is tied to

the word form and is present in actual use

even if unrealized by phonetic means.

5. he consonan al natu e of the sound

sustem oalatalization and pharinoalization

The Russian sound system is consonantal.

In harmony with the consonantal character

the articulatory and perceptual basis of

Russian consonants. is dominated by the

factors: its duration is determined by its

stressl its vocalic structure by. the

palatal-pharingal articulation.

5. Intgnational strugturesl grosodemgs

The text—to-speech system RUSSDN uses the

following matrix to produce the actual

intonation forms. If our intonation

experiments so require, the values of the

matrix can be adjusted.

t‘ n h Ru sian l n

- o- as om u r s m

The program produces sentences of any

content entered in correct Russian

orthography in the following three main

steps.

a) First, using a set of rules the program

maps .the letter sequence into a series of

so—called microelements, which will

ultimately form the segmental basis of

artificial speech.

consonants. The sound structure of Russian b) Next. on the basis of the sentence final

Speech is basically determined by two punctuation mark the suprasegmental
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Fig. 4. The main steps of the operation of the Russian

language text—to-speech system DN .
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structure is generated and then integrated
with the segmental structure.
c) Finally, the. code sequence resulting
from the above two steps, which now maps
the complex acoustic phenomena, is passed
to the synthesizer, which will produce the
sentence.
'Thef‘c'peration of__ the program " til"!~ *more
detailed steps is illustrated in the
flowchart in Fig. 1. '

h k m c m n

The control program produces the given
sentence with the help of a system of rules
and the inventory of microelements. The
system of rules is implemented in tables
and look up procedures. The stock of
microelements contains the speech sounds
and the pauses. Each sound is built up of H
microelements. The RUSSDN program produces
the sound structure out of a possible set
of_ 37, consonant and '35 vowel phoneme
realizations. The pauses between words and
sentences are generated out of 5
microelements of different length. Thus,
the inventory of microelements must contain
3% ' d + 35 f H - 282 elements.

IDE letter-to-ghoneme transformation

The Russian text may consist of 31 letters
as well 'as a soft and a hard mark. Going
throUgh -the string of letters in the‘
sentence the program selects out of”the 81'
consonants and S vowels those which
correspond to the letters, simultenously
carrying out any softening where requied.
At this stage the program also registers
word stress as well as possible sentence
stress-by storing the ordinal number of the
stressed vowel.

Selection of vowel phoneme realizations

The program segment designed to establish
the correct vowel phoneme realizations

takes as input data the word to be
processed and the vowel phonemes making up
the word as yielded by the
letter-to-phoneme transformation. They can
be of the following five types: A, D, U, I,
E. Taking .these five vowels and' their
phonetic positions inside the given word
the program selects one of the 35 possible
vowel realizations.In defining the phonetic
positions the program considers stress,
pre— stress, word initial and word final
positions as well as the quality of the

preceding and following sound (whether it
is soft or hard).

n n n h m

tealizatioo

The consonant phoneme number yielded by.the

letter-to-phoneme transformation is

identical to the phoneme realization

number. However, in the course of later

processing the sequence of consonants may
undergo change as a result of the program
segments which check for voicing or
palatalization.

U ' ' n v

‘trna‘.program"extracts the two-member sound-a
clusters from the words of the sentence-mm
by one. If the cluster is made up of two
consonants, both members will be checkedto
see if either of them belong to the
exceptions. If the first member is listed
as one undergoing no modification or the
second member belongs to the set of
consonants that do not change the preceding
consonant, then the program passes on to
the next cluster. when a modification is
called for, it is carried out with the help
of a table. word-final consonant-consonant;
clusters reqdire special treatment. Firsn
the word-final sonorant is devoiced (if
necessary) and then the preceding consonant
is processed. "'

Té’Ifi nbé’T py'ccxun'qa'o
. u, ._ I. I

‘ Te T51 Klee"? 133'"c ‘Ia'fi?

. a ~
-~ -Canr mmnvfireeoxwo_

CaNN’ HBeTY’T Becno"n?

Ha'ra ' ma I106 " xana Bella"“1?.

HaTa'ma noe’xana Hapa'sy?

'Eaaoutloo_a£_oalatalization

Here 3931". the program first extracts two
element sound clusters.lf they are both
consonants than the combinations not
“”dEPUOing palatalization are filtered out.
where required, palatelization is executed'bu changing the number of the initi‘1member of the closter.

‘

EaEinioo_i:ttiiiotoelamanta

The suprasegmental structure corrasPondinuto the sounds defined earlier is based onmicroelements.Four microelements at”assigned to every phoneme realizatian'However, the program does not make U53 0all the ' four microelements in avaruinstance. There are cases when Uni“ thesecond, third and fourth element 13 used-The function of the first mieroelamant 1’to' ensure a smoothI even Onset of a
sonorant sound. '
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( STQRT '

n 13 vowel stressed? > as tEa vgwelois:u

IQ
U a

>-—-4 I; It 10 ]u F-

<:fi Preceded by consonants 3 H/,{5? I a

n
u .

I , .

< ! >§-—4 18 I i l o I d }—
Preceded and followed by soft cons.? a? _ _

In
.

I
u

o g

<:—* Preceded by soft consonant? >-——4 g.| e l 1 j I P—

In

I u 1 0+ u+ -
Followed by soft consonant? 4#_;> as g o u. __

C I ’ u 3.6} U

- ‘ l > i A u——- A
<:—T word initial position? g

l n

‘—2:_’ word final position? - j)

in u . _

'
L L j A y

f <:—7 Preceded by soft consonant?s ? A L A a

-
S 1

-2:f7 Immediately preceded_by stress? >

(Preceded by consonants 3 ../' ifs? Hull--
. . . . :- I ‘11 .

. U _ V _ _-

o . .. .

e is I A

I ’k: nant? >_ 1 V v

.-...—- .. - Preceded.bg«soft cclmso _ 5 . ..: g A a it A .u :

r .‘> A ' ‘

.. - . .

‘ 3fi=' >-———" L i 3 H
<: ' ant? 1' L _

‘ ' Preceded by softncl_son ’ s q a. a 1 a— g ‘

( END )

the

F1 2 Determination of vowel phoneme realization on

9- ' basis of their phonetic oosition

'typed
e is aided by the sentence stress

‘ n v .Eur the text as well as the sentence final

Efiélizgtigngh n punctuation mark. The temporal structure of

the utterance is modified so that the

ing sentence
d ration of the vowel bear

stress is doubled. The sentence final

k defines one of the eight
reduction the punctuation mar .

3:32: :Safrgzgfgngaifizsgltgage adjusted to possible intonation contours to be used

the a h envj fonmafit . I’lis [he R 550” p: D I 8| I I 5CD “1255 the f 01 lowifig

Ctual p Ollatil:

henever
The vowel transitions are composed w

a vowel occurs next to a consonant. In

d the last
1 lon)

adjustment affects the first an ) -(colon) (comma), ; (sem co '

1 realization. stop , . . . k) 7!

microelement DE thzrnzogge adjustment of I (exclamation mark), 71(quzfgéonni) , ??

iuiengitgicigégn zzgctha first two formants (question mark - exc ama ,

double question mark).

éith this operation completed, the complex

sound structure is ready to be produced.

Eonitol_o£_:be_soeeso_swotbaaizat

tructurB is generated The sequence of code thus generated is
s h synthesizer to

the assed on to the speec

when the segmentglan Strggfinzd Of The :ontrol its operation when it sets sound to

utterance has a -
- text.

construction of the suprasegmental strUC the

hould
(F1 F8) in such a way that they 5

Conform to the corresponding values of the

PPBCBding or following consonant.

n i m 7"

The suprasegmental
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